Evaluation rubric for Vocal Pedagogy Lessons

Student name: _____________________________________

Today’s date: ________________________________

Eye contact:     VG   G   OK   P   (8 pts)
COMMENTS:       

Use of voice:    VG   G   OK   P   (4 pts)
COMMENTS:       

Use of body:     VG   G   OK   P   (4 pts)
COMMENTS:       

Use of piano:    VG   G   OK   P   (4 pts)
COMMENTS:       

Vocalises:       VG   G   OK   P   (8 pts)
COMMENTS:       

Rep work:        VG   G   OK   P   NA( pts)
COMMENTS:       

Rapport:         VG   G   OK   P   (16 pts)
COMMENTS:       

Reinforcement: VG G OK P (16 pts)
COMMENTS:

Time Management: VG G OK P (4 pts)
COMMENTS:

Pacing: VG G OK P (8 pts)
COMMENTS:

Follow up on previous lessons
VG G OK P (4 pts)
COMMENTS:

Problem solving
/ adaptability: VG G OK P (16 pts)
COMMENTS:

Closure and “homework” for next time
VG G OK P (8 pts)
COMMENTS: